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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to determine the effects of pharmaceutical marketing and its influence on doctors. Cross sectional study
was conducted and non-probability sampling technique was used to compile data. Questionnaire survey was collected from 216
practicing physicians during the June 2019 to February 2020. SPSS version 24 was used to analyze the data statistically. Percentage
and Frequency were calculated for the qualitative variable; while mean and standard deviation were calculated for the quantitative
variables. This study revealed that pharmaceutical marketing is correlated to physicians’ prescribing manner, majority of the
promotional tools were tested to motivate doctors, such as visits of medical representatives, drug sample, high and low-cost
incentives, sponsored for continuing medical education and travel. Out of total participants, one hundred sixty (74%) physicians filled
the questionnaire completely. Male practicing doctors delight to participate in survey questionnaire 145(67%). 71.4% of the Physicians
met pharmaceutical medical representative weekly, and 6% daily.85.6% (A=50.9%, B=34.7%) physicians accepted free drug samples,
95.3%(A=87%, B=8.3%) accepted low-cost gifts or stationery and 62.4% (A=51.8%, B=10.6%) accepted sponsorship by pharmaceutical
companies for continuing medical education regularly.14.4% of physicians never accepted any benefits. 97.6%(A=91.6%, B=6%)
physicians believed that they received sufficient knowledge from the medical representatives regularly and physicians declared that
their prescribing pattern depend on the visits of medical representatives.92.1% (A=72.7%, B=19.4%) physicians accepted high cost
gifts,81.4%(A=66.2%, B=15.2%) took sponsorship for travel and 62.4% (A=56.9%, B=19.4%) physicians accepted subscription for
journals. Avoidance of companies’ sponsorship and high cost gifts lead to rational prescribing pattern. Whereas, sufficient information
from medical representatives, medical seminars and conferences and acceptance of gifts lead to alter prescribing manner of
physicians.
Keywords: Medical representatives, Pharmaceutical marketing. Prescribing manner.

INTRODUCTION

P

harmaceutical marketing directly rely on doctors
which are getting more attention day by day. Many
pharmaceutical industries adopted different tools
for marketing1, like free drug samples, subscription of
journal2, printed pamphlets, medical equipment and other
incentive that aided them to increase the acceptance of
their pharmaceutical products.3 Approximately 84% of
pharmaceutical marketing strives directed to doctors.2 The
pattern of pharmaceutical marketing is distinct from
country wise due to national characteristics but
pharmaceutical company has an international nature. 4
Pharmaceutical industries focus on doctors by providing
promotion activities by determining where to focus the
strive more to increase their benefits and by selecting the
best tool to prevail doctors which protect from
unnecessary expenditure.5 Profitability was primary focus
of the pharmaceutical companies. Doctors required to stay
free from external influence regarding to patients’ health.6
Ethical principles and rules would be helpful for both
pharmaceutical companies as well as doctors. These
principles also helpful in criticism and morally difficult
situation that what action they could take against them. 7

The four basic ethical principles are mostly used in the
business ethic literatures include egoism(egotism), 8
deontology, utilitarianism and social justice.9 The success
of brand depended on prescribing behavior of the doctors
and prescription also effect on pharmaceutical sale and
pharmaceutical marketing.10 Monitoring of prescribing
practice of every doctor is required for successful
relationship marketing program and it would be sustain
profitable. 11
METHODOLOGY
Data of 216 physicians were collected by non-probability
sampling technique. Cross sectional study was conducted
and questionnaire was handed over to 216 practicing
doctors who were working in Karachi. However, 160 (74%)
physician took a part in the study and completely filled
questionnaire. Questionnaire was design prior to data
collection. Twenty- one doctors undertook the per-testing
questionnaire and their data was not included in final
analysis. The study was carried out from 15 January 2019
to 15 June 2019. SPSS version 22.0 was used for data
analysis. Percentage and Frequency were calculated for
the qualitative variable; while mean and standard
deviation were calculated for the quantitative variables.
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RESULTS
Out of total Practicing physicians, one hundred sixty (74%)
physicians filled the questionnaire completely. Male
practicing doctors delight to participate in survey
questionnaire 145(67%). 71.4% of the Physicians met
pharmaceutical medical representative weekly, and 6%
daily. 85.6% (A=50.9%, B=34.7%) physicians accepted free
drug samples, 95.3%(A=87%, B=8.3%) accepted low-cost
gifts or stationery and 62.4% (A=51.8%, B=10.6%) accepted
sponsorship by pharmaceutical companies for continuing
medical education regularly.14.4% of physicians never
accepted any benefits. 97.6% (A=91.6%, B=6%) physicians
believed that they received sufficient knowledge from the
medical representatives regularly and physicians declared
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that their prescribing pattern depend on the visits of
medical representatives. 92.1% (A=72.7%, B=19.4%)
physicians accepted high cost gifts,81.4%(A=66.2%,
B=15.2%) took sponsorship for travel and 62.4% (A=56.9%,
B=19.4%) physicians accepted subscription for journals.
Table 1 shows pharmaceutical marketing correlated to
doctors prescribing behavior.
This table 1 indicates that pharmaceutical companies use
different pharmaceutical tools to promote their brands
and there is substantial correlation in between marketing
and physicians’ prescribing pattern. Doctors accepted that
different promotional tools influenced them to prescribing
behavior. Figure 1 shows the acceptance rate of gift that
influence on physicians’ prescribing pattern.

Table 1: The effects of incentive/ promotional tools on physicians’ prescribing pattern
Pharmaceutical marketing tool

Always accepted = A

Sometime accepted=B

Never accepted=C

Visit of medical representative

198 (91.6%)

13 (6%)

5 (2.3%)

Free drug samples

110 (50.9%)

75 (34.7%)

31 (14.3%)

Medical equipment

178 (82.4%)

24 (11.11%)

14 (6.5%)

High cost recreational gifts like laptop, mobile and LCD

157 (72.7%)

42 (19.4%)

17 (7.8%)

188 (87%)

18 (8.3%)

10 (4.6%)

Sponsorship for travel

143 (66.2%)

33 (15.2%)

40 (18.5%)

Subscription of journals

123 (56.9%)

42 (19.4%)

51 (23.6%)

Participation by company in continuation of medical
education/ research

112 (51.8%)

23 (10.6%)

81 (37.5%)

Stationery (branded pen, pad etc)

Figure 1: The acceptance rate of gift that influence on physicians’ prescribing pattern

Incentive acceptance rate
acceptance rate

97.60%
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DISCUSSION
Researchers investigated that physicians mostly depended
on commercial source of information rather than patient’s
need. Source of information from detailers sometime
misleading the physicians. Promotional tools impact on
physicians such as free drug samples, visits of medical

representatives with gifts, participation in continuing
medical research and sponsorship for tours but the visit of
medical representatives consider as the most powerful
tool. 12, 13 The results of this study showed that doctors
prefer to receive low cost gift but continuous supply of
incentive at every visit is unethical (95.3%). The low
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percentage of doctors (4%) who refused to accept
incentives that indicate they realize that acceptance of gifts
is not ethical. Lebanese doctors are conscious about gift
acceptance policy they accept small and low- cost gifts but
it is not permissible according to 2016 code of ethics for
medicinal products. 14 whereas, in other studies, for
example: Saudi Arabia and Austria, higher percentage
approximately 66-80% of doctors receive gifts from
pharmaceutical companies. 15,16 This study found that most
of the Pakistanis physicians accept high cost gifts (92.1%)
and they consider as it is not unethical. Empirical
investigation suggested that younger physicians easily
influenced by pharmaceutical promotional tools as
compared to older one. Older physicians oppose to utilize
the new technologies and new medicines. Same results are
found by Peay and Peay’s study in 1994. 17 This study
showed that younger physicians are more innovative as
compared to older ones. Highest percentage of physicians
perceive that low-cost gifts do not change prescribing
manner but high-cost incentive could do so. 18 This indicated
that physicians are aware of ethical values. It was found in
this study that most of the doctors accepted free sample of
medicine (85.7%). The free drug samples distribute into
poor patients who are unable to afford these medicines.
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CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that the acceptance of gifts,
participation in sponsorship in medical education and
adequate information from medical representatives altered
the way of prescribing medicines and also considered as
unethical practice while most of the physicians used free
drug sample to treat poor patients.
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